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Abstract
An algorithm for enhancing the throughput of CAS (Cooperation-Aware Scheme) over a WSN
(wireless sensor network) is presented in this article. The WSNs are classified as a task-oriented
framework due to the fact that the power supply, memory and computing power of wireless sensor nodes are greatly hampered in WSNs. This study focused on exploring problems caused by traffic
congestion on the WSNs with a large amount of flow, such as packet loss, bandwidth reduction, and
waste of energy on the sensor nodes. On the other hand, the proposed CAS is a cooperative strong node
mechanism in which a threshold is preset in order to determine whether the node traffic is over or
not. The privilege of corresponding sensor nodes is upgraded when the load exceeds the threshold.
Therefore, the sensor node can command its child nodes to change the transmission path for distributing the traffic effectively. Moreover, once the traffic is over the overall network flow threshold, it is
necessary to add the other new sensor nodes into the network for relieving the traffic.
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1. Introduction
A deployment of WSN (wireless sensor network) composed by many sensor nodes becomes a major field for
studying in wireless communications due to the fact that it can provide a huge of applications. Traditionally, the
sensor node is consisting of four units including sensing unit, processing unit, transceiver unit, and power unit.
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The WSNs are classified as a task-oriented application network type, since wireless sensor nodes are equipped
with limited power, memory and computing capability. In addition, the main protocols of WSN is IEEE
802.15.4 for LR-WPANs (Low Rate-Wireless Personal Area Networks), TG4 (Task Group 4) within the IEEE
802.15 specifications. It is known that the characteristics of LR-WPAN WSNs are low rate, low energy consumption, low cost, and they can also support a large number of sensor nodes. The addressed issues in this article are focusing on avoiding the congestion problems and on increasing the packet arrival rate in a large network environment.
In WSNs, the energy management and packet loss are two interesting issues for discussion. Many routing
protocols have been designed for researching and solving these problems, for example, the algorithms of
LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy), TEEN (Threshold Sensitive Energy Efficient Sensor
Network) Protocol, HEED (Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed Clustering), GAF (Geographic Adaptive Fidelity), GEAR (Geographic and Energy Aware Routing), and Simple Least-Time Energy Routing Protocol with
One-LEO (One-Level Data Aggregation) and so on. Most of the routing protocols reminded previously can be
applied to reduce energy consumption and distribute traffic [1]. However, the more incremental in number of
nodes, the significantly more promote packets processed by each sensor nodes. There is no guarantee that all
nodes with large flow do not exhaust the energy, or have traffic congestion due to overloading. Even it is going
to lead the packet loss or node failure. The existing routing protocol solution is to change the transmission path
when packet traffic over the loading limits. It trades off the transmission efficiency for the benefit of traffic dispersion. Although it works in some cases when the traffic of all other paths exceeds loading limits in the same
time, the WSNs will collapse. For avoiding the power waste, less storage space and low computation ability,
ID-based signcryption scheme using bilinear pairing are proposed in [2]. In [3], the authors applied the division
of a single queue in each node to multiple weighted sub-queues logically and then forwarding packets in each
sub-queue based on its weight. Such a proposed multi-queue-LIFO (Last-In, First-OUT) approach is used to remove the phenomena of delay and unfairness in congested WSNs. By means of migration, the data traffic in
non-congestion region, a so-called on-demand node placement algorithm, is provided by the authors in [4]. An
algorithm presented in [5] where the buffer in each node is adjusted according to the transmitting downstream
nodes in order to minimize packet drop caused by the congestion.
In the priority-based scheme [6] in which mainly emphasized the importance of priority. Most the recent researches discussed about the congestion control problems for WSNs are only guarantee the simple fairness,
which concluded that the sink obtains the same throughput performance from all sensors. In fact, the sensors
might be deployed in different places and have the difference of hardware or capacity, thus, the sensing events
are different totally. Thereafter, the priorities of sensors in passing message would be different. The most important sensors have the higher priority, which means that the important sensors can gain higher throughput
performance. In [7], a priority-based congestion control protocol is proposed. Such scheme uses packet inter-arrival time along with packet service time to measure a parameter defined as congestion degree and furthermore
imposes hop-by-hop control based on the measured congestion degree as well as the node priority index. Each
sensor node to be forwarded mainly depends on the congestion degree in the header of data packets. The notification is triggered when the node overhears a congestion notification from its parent node during a fixed time
period. Finally, each node allocates data rate to its upstream nodes according to their priorities.
The basic idea of the second one rate-based scheme can be described at the time the congestion happens, that
is, for a forwarding node to estimate the number of flows transmitted from each upstream neighbor and to assign
transmission rate in accordance with the fairness. In [8], a complex theory is applied to describe the statistical
characteristic of WSNs firstly, and the ideal topology formation is studied according to these statistical characteristics. Finally, fitness model is used to generate the topology for reducing the congestion detected by sink. Each
sensor node monitors its local buffer level and sets a congestion notification bit in the packet forwarded to the
sink when the buffers generate overflow. The sink is going to infer congestion and broadcast a control signal to
notify all source nodes for reducing the report frequency, when receives a packet set of congestion notification
bit. A protocol called as distributed CODA (Congestion Detection and Avoidance) is proposed in [9]. The
CODA teaches that the receiver of sensor node will broadcast a suppressive message to its upstream neighbors
and make local adjustment to prevent propagating the congestion downstream when congestion is detected. At
the same time, based on its own local network conditions, the receiver of sensor node needs to determine that
whether to further propagate the backpressure signal or not as an upstream node receives a backpressure message. This scheme does not consider the fairness issue. Furthermore, the authors in [10] propose a mitigating
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congestion protocol which combines three congestion mitigating mechanisms, hop-by-hop flow control, rate limiting and prioritized MAC layer. This scheme described in [10] requires a tree routing structure to work correctly. A localized algorithm for aggregate fairness protocol is proposed in [11]. Generally, in WSN, a sensor
will calculate and allocate the data rates of upstream neighbors by a weighted fairness function, when a sensor
receives the number of packets that are more than it can forward. However, the fairness function of the congestion control protocol was not considered carefully with the remaining buffer size and transmission rate at the
same time. On the other hand, the congestion control protocol only considers that the sum of data rate from upstream neighbors must be less than the sum of data rate when the congestion is detected.
In [12], a congestion avoidance protocol is proposed on the basis of lightweight buffer management in sensor
networks. Although it can realize and guarantee the packet without loss in the forwarding way, the buffer utilization is low. Most of congestion control protocols do not consider buffer state and data rate at the same time
[13]-[15]. The rate-based scheme is just for a forwarding node to estimate the number of flows passing from
each upstream neighbor, and assign rate in accordance with the fairness when the congestion is detected. Both
the two schemes consider either in data rate or buffer state to allocate the data rate for its upstream neighbors
[16]. Hence, in [17] a APTEEN (hybrid routing protocol) which allows the nodes in each network not only react
to time-critical situation, but also give an overall energy efficient for comprehensive information retrieval.
Moreover, an algorithm referred as DECHP (Distributed Energy-efficient Clustering Hierarchy Protocol), which
distributes the energy dissipation evenly among all sensor nodes to improve network lifetime and average energy savings, was suggested in [18].
On the basis of reviewing the aforementioned researches, in this article, a CAS (Cooperation-Aware Scheme)
based on the change of the transmission path method is proposed. Compared with the previous protocols, it not
only makes accurate selection of alternate paths, but also quickly adapts to the original network when a new
node is required to be involved. Both in the Hierarchical protocols and Location-based protocols, when node
traffic soon exceeds the load limit, the privilege level of nodes will be elevated and it can command its child
nodes to change the transmission path. Compared to other distributed traffic agreements, we focus on the part of
selection of alternative paths. The proposed method will be described in detail in Section II. Generally, there are
three categories of congestion control schemes in WSNs, priority-based, rate-based, and buffer-based schemes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed models of CAS are established in Section 2. In
Section 3, the experimental and comparisons results are illustrated. There is a brief conclusion drawn in Section 4.

2. Cooperation-Aware Scheme (CAS)
2.1. Questions and Preliminary
In this subsection, the questions claimed in [19] first briefly described before the CAS is presented. It is known
that the AODV is based on the flooding broadcast scheme to search the path and a routing protocol for dynamic
wireless networks. In the search path, each node in establishing a single minimum path for the destination node
records path length and the information in the routing table by passing messages. AODV defines three types of
messages to notify the different status of the event happened in WSN, including the routing request, the routing
reply and the routing error. These three messages are based on the format of the packet to pass forward and
backward. AODV defines path search method with two phases. First of all, the phase is to broadcast the routing
request message and to establish a return path. The second phase is to return the routing reply message and to
construct the transmission path. AODV defines routing request message contains the following important information, Originator IP Address, Originator Sequence Number, Destination IP Address, Destination Sequence
Number, and Hop Count.
Accordingly, a WSN system is composed of many sensor node and the hardware conditions, such as energy
and memory of these sensors are limited. Usually, there are two types of congestion in WSNs. One of them is
channel collision and the other is buffer congestion. The first type of channel collision can be solved in MAC
layer by the algorithms of CSMA, FDMA, TDMA, and CDMA illustrated in [11]. A growing number of sensor
networks use CSMA for medium access. For example, the widely used Berkeley motes use a simple CSMA
MAC as part of the Tiny-OS platform. The CSMA can improve channel collision but cannot solve the congestion problem. It may cause the buffer of a sensor overflow if several neighbors of the sensor have packets with
high data rate to the sensor. Thereafter, a new mechanism we proposed in this report that can effectively solve
the buffer congestion. The presented CAS which responses to ACK_Packet with a warning message when the
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node excess load already. The warning message is used to notify the particular child nodes of the need to change
the path. Child node broadcasts query_Packet in order to obtain the weight value of the neighbor, and then selects an
alternate node to solve the congestion problem. The detail description of the method will be given in the next section.

2.2. CAS Algorithms
The functionality of the proposed mechanism could be divided into two modes when the node receiving a packet,
one is general node mode and the other is strong node mode. In this sub-section presents each mode in detail.
The general node mode is the basic mode for operating in CAS. In this mode, the node adopts the selected
routing protocol, and when the buffer loading exceeds the threshold, the node will switch the mode to the strong
node mode and then begin to perform traffic dispersing action.
In the general node mode, when the buffer loading is higher than HLTV_1, the node will switch to the strong
node mode. The node does not become an alternate node for the other nodes when the node is in the strong mode. In
strong node mode, the node will not respond to other nodes asking for the packet of node weight, and provides the
permission to notify the child node to change the transmission path. In the strong node mode, when the buffer loading
is lower than LL in the node, it switches back to the general node mode and provides an alternate node function.
Network congestion occurs while the assigned traffic load exceeds the available capacity at any point in
the WSN environment [8]. Despite the fact that single path routing increases the probability of congestion
occurrences, the congestion very likely runs out even for multipath routing schemes. Congestion avoidance
is the process of detecting incipient congestion and preventing its occurrence. Buffer loading is one way
frequently used to detect incipient congestion [20]-[22]. Multipath routing is inherently an avoidance
scheme since the traffic is distributed among the available paths and hence the congestion is able to be
avoided. The avoidance mechanism is designed to handle the instant increase in the amount of traffic. Although this kind of traffic is assumed to be transient and will stop when the event being monitored disappears, it is not always the case. The traffic may keep on flowing in high data rates if the sensors monitor a
variety of physical phenomenon.
In CAS scheme, the buffer loading is applied to detect the outcome of congestion problems. When the buffer
loading is higher than the preset threshold, there are impending congestion problems, thereby, the operating
node mode is going to be switched into the strong node mode for reducing the network traffic. The transmission
path and the node traffic of a child node is changing and observing, respectively, when in the strong node mode.
If the traffic congestion is not reduced or just sustains in a saturated state, the node keeps stay in the strong node
mode. In advance, once the node traffic keeps on increasing and reaching the buffer loading threshold in the
strong node mode, all its child nodes of the transmission path are changed into the strong node mode case. As
described above, the action to change the child nodes of the transmission path is divided into two stages. It is the
reason to avoid changing modes of all child nodes of the path at the same time, which will not alleviate congestion but only transfer the congestion to other nodes. Unless in the strong node mode, a large number of sub-node
path will be changed to effective relieve traffic. The node has been unable to handle the current flow, when the
buffer loading is higher than a value preset in HLTV_2.
The algorithm of CAS mainly designed to avoid packets dropped by nodes due to high traffic loading. When a
node is in danger of being overloading, part of the traffic is distributed to other nodes before the occurrence of
the congestion problem. Figure 1 shows the operation of CAS. Figure 1(A) indicates that the network in a normal state. Figure 1(B) shows an event occurs in node 9, and it transmits a large number of packets to the node 5,
which is therefore changed to the strong node mode and responds an ACK packet with a warning message to replace with its transmission path. In Figure 1(C), node 9 receives the ACK packet with a warning message and
broadcasts query packets. In Figure 1(D), node 5 has entered a strong node mode, hence, it does not respond
until node 6 and node 8 returning information to node 9. In Figure 1(A), initiate node changes the transmission
path to next node, but since next node is transmitting to other node which enters state of change the path in CAS
as shown in Figure 2. In Figure 1(A), next node received the ACK packet with a warning message.

2.3. Calculation of Node Weights
In the algorithm, three factors are used in the calculation of weight values, buffer loading, energy consumption,
and hops the base station. To reduce the occurrence of congestion and to improve packets delivery ratio, reliabilities are the main issue for discussion of this mechanism. Weight values will affect selection of the alternate
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Figure 1. The work flow of CAS.
Receive the ACK packet( )
Function
Receive the ACK packet.
If(receive the ACK packet with a command to change the path){
Drop this packet from the queue.
Broadcast the query packets to neighbor nodes.
Wait until the neighbor nodes respond to their buffer loading, energy consumption and hops, and calculated the weight value.
Select the alternative node with lowest weight value.
Change the parent node from original node to alternative node.
}

Figure 2. The pseudo code of the node receive the ACK packet.

path. The number of hops decides the distance of this node to the base station, and it is the most important factor
for selection of alternate path. If the hop count of alternate node is higher than the original node, it has longer
distance. To calculate the priority, we first determine the number of hops, then the amount of residual energy
and the remaining buffer size finally. The nodes on the alternate path will soon become the strong node mode
when the residual energy and the remaining buffer size weight are too high. Threshold value is set to alternately
select nodes with the most important ability to assist the traffic. This method proposes a weight calculation by
collecting three kinds of neighboring node information. It chooses the nodes with the lowest W (weight) value to
form a new transmission path. The calculation of weight values can be obtained as
(1)
where Wi is the weight value of node i, Ei denotes the energy consumption of the i-th node, Bi indicates buffer
loading of node i, and the number of hops to base station from node i is represented as Hi. Assume that several
neighbors have the same minimum hops, the priority is calculated according to values of α and β. Thereafter, the
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lowest value of W is determined, where α and β are with the values between 0 to 1, and are controlled by the
network administrator. Moreover, the two values have to satisfy that α + β .
Figure 2 shows a pseudo code of child node received an ACK packet with the messages for a path change.

3. Simulating Results and Analysis
The simulation framework describes simulation environment, simulation parameters, and the simulation programs. The simulation results are shown and analyzed in Figures 2 and 3. Table 1 show the system parameters
of the experiment which is performed by fussing CAS mechanism into the AODV protocol. The CAS scheme
will lead to switch into the node mode when the node traffic exceeds the threshold. On the other hand, then the
child nodes will change the path of the received command according to the CAS mechanism for avoiding drop
of packets due to the fact that a full buffer occurs. Currently, the thresholds values of HLTV_1 and HLTV_2 are
assigned as 70% and 80%, respectively, and LL is additionally set as 50%.

Figure 3. The packet receiving rate of AODV-CAS and AODV.
Table 1. The parameters of CAS experiments.
Simulation parameter

Value

Topology size

300 × 300 m2

Number of sensors

150

Deployment type

Random

Way of events occur

Random

Radio range

30 m

Initial sensors energy

1J

Sensor buffer size

30 data packets

Data packet size

128 bytes

Traffic type

Variable bit rate

MAC layer protocol

CSMA/CA

Simulation time

45 seconds
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Figure 3 shows the comparison of packet receiving rate of AODV-CAS and other schemes. As shown in the
figure, the packet receiving rate of CAS mechanism with the AODV protocol is better than other schemes. So,
the proposed CAS mechanism is able to mitigate the congestion problem and to avoid the loss of packets. In the
traffic environment, because of the buffer size of a single node being limited in the AFA scheme and BB scheme,
the effect of congestion avoidance is restricted. The mechanism proposed in this article is cooperative, and able
to use the resources of each node. In words, in the traffic environment, the performance will be better than other
schemes.
Figure 3 shows the comparison results of packet receiving rates without considering energy consumption.
Under the outcome of the consideration, the scheme presented in this work shows much more advantages. The
node is keeping on cooperation and maintains a high receiving rate when the node does not exhausted by energy
consumption. The experimental results show the proposed mechanism is suitable for applying the issues focus
on the receiving rate of WSNs.
The proposed scheme is compared with the AFA (Aggregate Fairness Algorithm) algorithm shown in [7], and
with BB (Buffer-Based) congestion avoidance scheme in [8] too. In the AFA scheme, a sensor node i have a
packet to forward sensor node j, only if the buffer state of sensor node j is not full. Otherwise, the buffer of sensor node j, sensor node i will hold the packet until it overhears a packet piggybacking a non-full buffer state
from sensor node j. Thus, such aforementioned statements can protect packet from losing at all. The AFA
scheme is a rate-based scheme. The BB scheme has to confirm that a sensor node i send a packet to its downstream neighbor sensor node j only when sensor node j has buffer space to hold the packet. It also completely
holds all the packets without missing.

4. Conclusion
The proposed scheme CAS is focused on improving the congestion problems that might occur in WSNs, when
the extension of the network lifetime and the reduction of transmission delay are aware. A strong node mode is
applied in the mechanism of CAS. Strong node mode means that the node with large traffic that provides permission to its child nodes to decide whether to change the transmission path or not. Some ways are proposed to
solve the issue that is more than one child node transmission path changes at the same time. Furthermore, it is
used to avoid propagation problems caused by high loading to the alternate node. There are three factors adopted
in the deployment, e.g. remaining buffer size, residual energy and the number of hops. The alternate node is the
shortest path in the surrounding neighbors of the original node and the most capable of handling traffic.
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